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On the 15'h of October, 1999, Cuba and Eastern Europe experts met in Ottawa to reflect on the

10' year anniversary of thefall of the Berlin Wall. The focus of the discussion was the lessons of
the decade-long transformation in Eastern Europe for a potential post-communist Cuba. The

roundtable was organised by the Centre for Foreign Policy Development.

1. Transition Theor

Can the experiences of Eastem Europe in transformation from Communism to a market-
based economy and Westemn style democracy relate to a potential post-communist future in

Cuba? Are there grounds for comparison? Does a framework for analysing transitions exist? The

main themes within such a framework could include issues related to transition to democracy and
consolidation of democracy. How compatible are reforms aimed at building a market economy
and those meant to promote the growth of a liberal democracy? Can these reforms be

implemented simultaneously?

Three sets of variables to look for when analysing a transition were explored. The first set
of variables includes factors such as the cohesion of the nation state, political culture, and the
role of the extemal environment (i.e., the role of intemnational organisations). The second set
focuses on a country's starting conditions including popular perceptions about what is beneficial,
the nature of the previous regime and its institutions, location of the elites and social structures

(stratification) generated by the previous system. The third set of variables is based on elite

analysis. For instance, whether elite pacts between exiting and ascending leadership facilitate a

peaceful transition. It also includes rational actor analysis.

While most participants agreed that there is ground for comparing a possible post-
communist Cuba to, Eastemn Europe, others were not as enthusiastic. The former group argued
that, after all, Cuba adopted the Soviet political and economic system and was a member of

Communist alliances. The latter group argued that the particularities of the Cuban experience

make such comparison impossible. These particularities include the indigenous Cuban roots of
the socialist revolution, the longevity of Castro's leadership, the strength of Cuban nationalismn,

proximity to the U.S.A. and more generally, the Latin American context. Others noted that
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Russia's revolution was also indigenous, that Tito was a long-fithe dittâ6t..ànd that, strong

nationalisrn remained in East European societies.

2. Comparing Cuba to Eastern Europe: Current Situation

The East European expérience is relevant to Cuba for other reasons, besides the similarity

of its political and economic system and a membership in the former Communist bloc. Cuba

appeà1s to be undergoing a similar dégradation of its Communist system as experienced in East

Germany and other East European societies immediately before 1989.

Current political, social and economic situation in Cuba is stagnant. The system. displays

many of the bleak characteristics associated with the decay of Communism in the East. Civil and

political liberties do not exist. The Assembly is a hollow shell. "Party runs the entire political

system, the Politburo runs the Party and Fidel Castro runs the Politburo." Society is suppressed,

no opposition is tolerated. The Govemment has appropriated the socialist revolution. It has

monopolised virtue and posits itself as a moral guide to the Cuban people.

The economy is stagnating. The state has attributed this situation to the embargo. The

economy is afloat only due to revenues from tourism, remittances from family members abroad,

and some sanctioned foreign investment. Export performance remains weak and disinvestment

continues. The public sector, including éducation and health care, is collapsing. Semi-private

services are emerging to cope with shortages. This contributes to a two-tier systern in which

those with hard cuÈrency benefit while those without dollars sink into deeper hardship.

The decay of the system is reflected in social erosion. For people to survive, they have to

earn dollars, work part time (for instance, doctors are forced to drive taxis by night), resort to

theft'(principally ftom the state), rely on tourism. or participate in the gray and "prostitution"

economy. The artificially low exchange rate inevitably leads to black market activities (and the

dollarisation of the real Cuban economy). This "crony" communism is plagued by wide-spread

systemic corruption. But not only that, people are forced to have a double morality. One for

public consurription, the other for private.

At a transition moment, Cuba will be faced with similar problerris that the East Europeans

had to, tackle after the fall of the Berlin Wall. At that time, the economic analysis of Janos

Kornai, the foremost authority on planned economic systems, as well as the East European

expérience with econornic reforin could come in handy. The expérience in Eastern Europe with

building a Western style civil society, institutional reform and other transition challenges could

be instructive as well.
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3. halenes of a Potential Transformation: Lessons from Eastern Eure

Whilemn Ciubans percelve the regime as unsustainable they do not sec a way out.

What are the alterniatives t0 the current Cuban stagnation? I theory, there are thrce prerequisites
fora rbelio. irst, people perceive thcy are being mistreated. Second, there cxist viable

alternativst their present condition. Wbird, a catalyst acts as a mobilising factor. I respect t0
thefistpreeqistp, the state has bens suce 1fü in blamnxg the U.S.A. for cconomic

dificltis.There is nô clear alternaiv or progam of change articulated either inside or
ousde of tegoverinn in Cuba to fuIfil the second prerequisite. What woiild happen a day

aftr arevlutonWitoutsuch a plan no catalyst will rally peo>plc for change.

ThedecdeQf transito in the Es ren a niixe4 picturc. While some countries secm
to e o thir aytç succcss, others, ncuigRsia, mi i an almost permanent crisis. The
entreappoah t t ano s b e eeaua by the laesof the reformprocess

theseles ro, te rlaionhipbetee ecnomc efoms nddemocatstion to the rote of

On heon hnd th cllps o Çomns itheas brought iinmediate political
freeoms Som ecnomc suceses nclue mcroconoic tablisation and thc emcrgencc of

smal bsinsss. n te ohe had, nsttuionlisng deocrcy"proedta be a much more
diffcul tak. hileediice ofa deocrticregme hve eenereted(i.e., elections, multi-

part sytem, paliaent, Costiutins) eleent ofa no-deocrticsystem persist (i.e.,
corrptin, ink bewee buines ad poitial eadrshp, wek iactve civil Society, an

arbtray lgalsytem th chsmbeteenstae nd ocit ndso o). In oic cases, the social
coss f tanforaton av ben uit saggrig (ee th rcet Un~ited Ntos Development

w-gam eoto rasto onre)

m nte motn deemnatoth ahotrniiniEatnEupeasbnte



European spetialists pointed out that by 1980's civil society in Eastern Europe has been as
oppressed and atomised as Cuban society. In many countries, change came froin above. It is
possible that the Cuban state is not as strong as it appears. The possibility exists of the regime
falling down like a house of cards.

The necessity for individual initiative to cope with constant shortages has made some
segments of society more independent. Increasingly, people are no longer dependent on the state
for ernployment. It may be that a space for possible opposition is growing in the ranks of the self-
employed. Meanwhile, food riots may serve as the necessary catalyst for change. Contrary to
Eastern Europe, the role of intellectuals seems to have rapidly diminished since 1996. However,
the elites are not monolithic either. Différentiation is required between hard-liners and
technocrats (who provide the former with advice and know how). Perhaps, there is a potential for
a rift within the leadership ranks. Moreover, before 1996, limited NGO activisin was allowed.
Spaces exist, although oppressed, for change to occur. Attention should be paid to the role of the
U.S.A., particularly the Right-wing lobby, and the presence of foreign journalists in an event of
change.

Some asked the question whether there is a role for the Cuban diaspora living in the
U.S.A. in transforming Cuba. Others stressed the possible reaction of the U.S.A. to the collapse
of Conimunism in Cuba and the danger of American neocolonialism. Attention was paid to the
possibility of a Chinese model for Cuba whereby the econorny is liberalised while political
freedoms continue to be curtaîled. Do economic and political reforins have to be implemented
simultaneously? Other questions included whether it is possible to have social justice and
political freedom at the saine time and whether economic freedom. would only open opportunities
for a Cuban mafia to flourish. What would be the social consequences of free markets in Cuba,
particularly for women and the underprivileged?

4. Concludine Remarks

In conclusion, despite the différent contexts, Cubans and others can learn froin the
collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe and the decade of transition. It is unlikely that the
regime in Cuba can outlive Castro in the present form. Cuba has the opportunity to avoid some
mistakes Eastern Europe is still grappling with. Even neo-liberal economists like Joseph Stiglitz
have admitted the flaws of implementing free markets too fast. The social nets build by the
Communist regimes do not have to, be dismantled along with the "KGB." The involvement of
civil society is imperative.

Canadian foreign policy should support these ideas/lessons. Canadians could prepare to,
build civil society in Cuba. Eéonomic arrangements should reflect this effort. Economic
negotiations and agreements should consider local culture and needs. Through the human
security lem, issues as drugs, crime, and child exploitation could be addressed.
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CUBA: LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE END OF COMMUNISM IN
EASTERN EUROPE

October 15,1999
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (A2-217, meet at front desk)

Ottawa, Ontario

9:00 Coffee, Donuts

9:30 Welcome, Chair: Steven Lee, National Director, Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy
Development (CCFPD)

9:40 Panel: 1. The Evolution of Transition Theory, Joan DeBardeleben, Carleton
University

2. The Current Situation in Cuba, Prof Arch Ritter, Carleton University
3. The Transformation Trends in Eastern Europe, Prof Piotr Dutkiewicz,

Carleton University
4. The Cause for Comparison/Implications of the East European

Transformations for Cuba, Prof Reneo Lukic, Université Laval

10:40 Coffee available

11:00 Discussion 1:- Lessons from the East European Transformation: Positive Developments

Examples of issues may include:
0 Labour Market (protection of labour, employment services)
0 Development of the Service Sector
0 Positive Changes in Public Administration
0 Emergence of the Banking Sector

12:30 Lunch

1:30 Discussion 2: Challenges from the East European Transformation

Examples of issues may include:-
0 Privatisation process / Restructuring of Enterprises

• Social Policy .
0 Political Culture

3:00 Coffee available

3:30 Closing remarks

TeÜfl.:(613.u-278Fax/Trélécopieur :(613) 944-0687
4internet address/site internet : http,//wwwý\%.cfp-pecý.gc.ca
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